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1. FOLLOWING SUMMARIZES NAUMAN/VAILEY 6 JULY MEETING WITH GROVER-1
WHO SELECTED AS MOST SUITABLE CANDIDATE TO ESTABLISH NAUMAN CONTACT WITH
AMBANG-1.

2. INITIAL DISCUSSION CENTERED ON AMBANG-1 ACTIVITIES AND PARTICULARLY
CURRENT REPORTS OF MUNOZ-FIGUERES-ESTANCOURT SUPPORT OF AMBANG-1 WHICH
HAVE RECEIVED SOME RECENT PRESS TREATMENT HERE AND WITH WHICH GROVER-1
WELL ACQUAINTED. WHILE GROVER-1 OFFERED NO HARD EVIDENCE MUNOZ ET AL
ACTIVELY PROJECTING AMBANG-1 ELEMENT INTO FUTURE CUBAN POLITICAL ORDER,
CONSIDERS THESE ALLEGATIONS ENTIRELY CREDIBLE. REFERRED FACT AMBANG-1
TO ESTANCOURT, WHILE HE AWAITING TURN OF POLITICAL TIDE IN VENEZUELA.
GROVER-1 INTENDS HOWEVER MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH AMBANG-1 AS HE DOES WITH
MANY CUBANS AND EXPECT HE CONTINUE CE AVAILABLE SOURCE.

3. GROVER-1 THEN READILY AGREED SETUP NAUMAN/AMBANG-1 MEETING IN
MANNER NOT DIVULGE AGENCY CONNECTION. WHEN PLACED CALLS TO ARRANGE
HOVER, LEARNED THAT AMBANG-1 DEMINISHED JUAN-1 FOR NAUMAN AND WAS UNABLE

SECRET

INTRODUCTION NAUMAN PRIOR TO HIS DEPARTURE. AMBASSADOR WILL
VISIT JUAN DE JULY AND EXPECT MEETING WITH NAUMAN DE NOT LATER THAN 
JULY.

1. THIS CABLE ATTEMPT ORGANIZE MEETING. ONE OF TELEPHONE CALLS WHICH
OF SPECIAL INTEREST WAS TO (AND) NAIBOTO. CUBAN INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
DE PONCE AND LONG TIME ALLIANCE OF AND CURRENTLY CLOSELY ALLIED
WITH AMBASSADOR. IN COURSE CONVERSATION NAIBOTO SAID AMBASSADOR WAS
IN CUBA 2 WEEKS AGO FOR DISCUSSION WITH GROUP OF CUBAN OFFICIALS
WHICH IN ESSENCE INVOLVED CENTRALIZING OF CUBAN SUPPORT OF CUBAN REFUGEES
IN AMBASSADOR VICE AMBASSADOR AND THE POSSIBLE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW REVOLU-
TIONARY COUNCIL BASED IN PUERTO RICO. FOR STATION INFO AND GUIDANCE
NAUMAN IN CONTACT WITH AMBASSADOR, PLEASE ADVISE WHAT KNOWN OF THIS AMBASSADOR VISIT CUBA.
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